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The Perpetual Beginner is part memoir, part musical instruction manual. Relating stories of his

experiences as a young musician and music student in 1980’s New York, author Dave Isaacs

describes the key lessons that shaped his musical life and how they can help any aspiring

musician at any age.The title refers to the average music hobbyist with more enthusiasm than

skill or time to practice. Many people play for years without developing more than rudimentary

abilities, and some become so frustrated by the struggle that they stagnate or quit. The stories

in the book and the musical lessons they impart give these “perpetual beginners” the ideas,

techniques, and encouragement that will help them begin to progress again.The title also

references the Zen concept of “beginner’s mind”, a way of approaching any endeavor with the

openness and zeal of a beginner regardless of experience. Maintaining a beginner’s mindset

removes many of the self-limiting beliefs and inhibitions that hold many people back, thus

enabling the learning process - hence the book’s subtitle, “A musician’s path to lifelong

learning.”Author Dave Isaacs is a musician, performing songwriter, and teacher based in

Nashville, where he is known as the "Guitar Guru of Music Row".
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSINTRODUCTIONI am thankful every day for music. It has given me a

lifetime of joy and solace, diversion and deep meaning, a calling, a vocation, and a place in the

world. Most of all, I’ve come to believe that music provides one of the deepest means of

connection between human beings, and a connection to things that words can’t adequately

express. Many of my strongest lifelong relationships are with current and former bandmates

and colleagues, and those shared experiences have made some of my best memories.If you

are reading this, music is probably important to you, too. You may not have chosen to devote

yourself to it professionally, but that doesn’t diminish its importance in your life. As a hobby,

even while playing music might seem to be a mere diversion, it can be deeply meaningful.One

of the most powerful and compelling things about studying music is that the potential for growth

is limitless. There’s always something new to explore, a technique to improve, a song to learn.

Even players who have achieved a level of mastery in one area can set off in a new direction,

or push deeper into the frontiers of the territory they know. But this is also part of the challenge

to every musician: there’s no end to the task, no finish line. Successes can be few and far

between, and difficult to measure. The professional has benchmarks to be reached every day,

and so can enjoy a sense of accomplishment from the work. But for the more casual amateur,

the experience can often feel like a continual struggle marked by occasional victories.Over 30

years of teaching music, I have worked with students of all ages, levels of skill, and degrees of

ambition. Some were (and still are) pursuing a life in music for themselves, but most just want

to play. A great many come to me with some experience and knowledge, but they feel that

they’ve reached the limit of what they can accomplish on their own. Some have struggled at a

basic level of playing for years, and are frustrated by their seeming inability to improve. Others

have acquired many bits and pieces of information, but are still unable to play with fluidity and

confidence.I call these students “perpetual beginners,” and I believe they make up a significant

percentage of hobbyist musicians. Their goals might vary widely, but what they all have in

common is a sense that there’s a missing piece of the puzzle. And in fact, there is: while most

musicians practice their instrument, far fewer really practice music. The technical work of

practice is only one aspect of learning to play. The work of developing musicianship—overall

facility and skill with the language of music—is equally important but often neglected or entirely

missed.I’ve accumulated a lot of knowledge and experience over my years of playing music,

enough to feel that readers would benefit from my sharing it. But despite all that, I can still fall

into the same traps that every student faces. Experience raises your baseline level of skill to

the point that a pro can “phone it in” and still give a passable performance. But passable

performances aren’t inspiring to the listener or to the player.So the title “The Perpetual

Beginner” refers as much to me as it might to you. I still have days when I can’t seem to make

anything connect, and times when I get tired of everything I know how to do. Taking on new

challenges or returning to areas where I’m weaker has always broken me out of ruts and



stimulated new growth. In other words, a willingness to return to a beginner’s mindset has

helped me keep my playing dynamic and stimulating.This is the heart of the message of this

book: that experience can lead to stagnation, and that maintaining a beginner’s openness and

enthusiasm allows you to keep growing for a lifetime. I believe that this and the other insights in

this book are the primary reasons I’ve been able to maintain a life in music, by keeping the

love, commitment, and sense of discovery alive.At the same time, there’s no denying that

experience builds skill, confidence, and authority. The ideas and tools detailed in the chapters

to follow come from the accumulated knowledge of my teachers and mentors, as well as my

own years of work as a teacher, writer, coach, and performer. My best teachers understood the

power of this combination of “beginner’s mind” and the master’s skill set. They all shared a

passion and lifelong commitment to their craft and art, and showed me what a real life in music

might look like. I worked with some of these people for years, but had only a single interaction

with others. In every case, I walked away with lessons that still impact my playing and teaching

every day.The goal of this book is to share some of these ideas in a way that will encourage a

lifetime of musical exploration. More than helping you to play one thing better today, the most

important lessons will teach you how to work at being a better player. What the perpetual

beginner needs most is not to learn what else to play, but how to learn.With such a vast topic

as music and musicianship, it’s impossible for a single resource to be fully comprehensive. But

I’ve identified some core concepts and skills that I believe are essential for long-term learning.

Some are concrete and immediately practical, while others are more philosophical and deal

with perspective and motivation. Taken together, these ideas and the interactions they came

from have made me into the musician I am today. I hope they will help pave the way for real

progress in anyone’s musical journey.This is not a method book or instructional manual. It will

not make you a better player overnight, although some of these insights can have an

immediate and dramatic impact. My hope is that this book will get you to think differently about

what you do as a musician, and give you some tools and skills that will feed your commitment

to music for a lifetime.CHAPTER 1WHY DO WE PLAY?CONNECTION, COMMITMENT, AND

COMMUNITYI never thought that much about why I respond to music the way I do. It’s

something I’ve taken for granted. After all, music is deeply important to a lot of people, and to

some of us it’s everything. But in the course of exploring ideas for this book, I began to look

more deeply into my own relationship with music, and the reasons why I chose to devote

myself to it. Lots of kids wanted to be rock stars, but I knew I wanted a life in music. I made that

commitment for the same reason we make lifelong commitments to another person: I fell in

love.ROCK ’N’ ROLL FANTASYAsk many rock musicians why they started playing and you’re

likely to hear the same answer: it was cool, and a way to be more attractive to the opposite sex.

That was absolutely true for me, but I didn’t start playing music to meet girls. I started playing

music, and fell in love with the guitar.I’d like to be able to say it started with a flash of

inspiration, a bolt from the blue, like seeing Elvis or the Beatles on TV for the first time. But it

wasn’t that dramatic. I started taking guitar lessons in the spring of 1981 because my mother

had insisted that I “do something with myself” the coming summer. I hated the thought of going

to summer camp, and lessons were an acceptable alternative to my parents.I was a typical

suburban kid and my taste in pop music at the time was decidedly mainstream: Billy Joel, ELO,

Styx, REO Speedwagon. I remember every song on the Billboard Top 100 from 1981. I wasn’t

really aware of instruments, or who did what on the records I listened to. But I did love music

and was consumed by a rush when a song I loved came on the radio. In a superstition that now

seems quintessentially early 1980s, I had to have my favorite records on while I played video

games. But music was just something I enjoyed, not the obsession it became when I picked up



the guitar.Rock ’n’ roll has offered teenagers a chance for a more exciting and dangerous new

identity since the 1950s, and I was no exception. Suddenly the music blaring out of boom

boxes held by the intimidating denim jacket-clad kids smoking cigarettes at the edge of the

schoolyard sounded much more interesting: Led Zeppelin, the Doors, Black Sabbath. My hair

grew, my clothes changed, and my imagined path in life changed with it. The guitar was more

than a musical instrument to me. It was transformational: a gateway to a thrilling new world, a

new social role, and a way to belong.Of course, the music was plenty compelling on its own, as

was the culture that surrounded it. But when it comes to popular music, the two are hard to

separate. Every musical movement since the 1920s has been driven by young people’s equal

desire for excitement and community, from Jazz Age dances to DJ-driven electronic festivals.

There’s also the element of hero worship and the desire for role models, from Sinatra to Elvis

and beyond. The Beatles’ first appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show in 1964 (and the screams

of the girls in the audience) launched an entire generation of young musicians. Taylor Swift is

almost single-handedly responsible for the surge in guitar sales to young women since the

mid-2000s.I continued lessons all through high school, and my crowning moment came at a

graduation party when some kids I had jealously watched at a Battle Of The Bands earlier in

the year asked me to join in and jam. It was straight out of the movies. I was a shy, shaggy-

haired kid, confident in my ability to play but not accustomed to being embraced by the “in

crowd.” Most of my classmates had never heard me play, and I completely changed in their

estimation in the time it took to crank out Van Halen’s “Ain’t Talkin’ Bout Love.” Here was the

acceptance I had been waiting for since I started playing, and it was sweet.In retrospect, it

seems clear to me that as much as I loved music, I also wanted to become the person I

thought being a “guitar player” made me. And I think this is an important reason why I was able

to stay with the instrument through the challenging early phase, when so many others lose

interest and quit. To a 15-year-old, assuming the role isn’t dependent on skill. Playing the guitar

made me a guitar player, no matter what I was actually able to do at the time. The social

benefits of that role gave me added motivation and sealed my commitment.Of course, there

were other factors at work. Lots of young people take up instruments and join bands to be cool

or fit in, and most of them don’t pursue careers in music. Talent alone isn’t the reason—lots of

people have talents they never use or completely fulfill. The identity factor also doesn’t work as

a motivating force once a person grows into adulthood. But social factors still do.JOIN THE

BANDOur desire for acceptance and community never goes away, but it does mature. As we

come to discover and fully become who we are, what we get from our community changes.

Kids need to be accepted and embraced, but adults need to be useful. We find fulfillment in the

performance of our role in the group rather than simple acceptance.As humans, we are often

at our best working together in small groups, each member of the team playing their part.

Anyone who has ever participated in any kind of group activity with a shared purpose has

experienced it: athletes, musicians, actors, or soldiers. When things are at their best, the

individuals fade in importance and there is only the well-oiled machine operating as a unit. This

is what feels most satisfying to me about playing in a band. The shared experience of the

music can create a group consciousness, in which one mind seems to be operating multiple

bodies. This collective consciousness lifts everyone’s performance to a new level. The whole

becomes greater than the sum of its parts.This “group mind” might be part of what makes us

respond to music in the first place. There’s a demonstrated correlation between the areas of

the brain that respond to music and the areas responsible for social interaction. Most of us

have had an experience of collective joy and belonging relating to music, at a religious service,

concert, or even a sporting event. It’s the reason schools have an alma mater and teams have



a fight song. There’s an intimacy to this kind of shared experience, even when thousands of

people are participating.As much as I enjoy playing alone, this is why working with others is by

far my favorite way to make music. And I believe that it’s an essential step in every player’s

musical life to get into a group of some kind.You may be perfectly happy as a soloist, and if you

have other goals—perhaps to perform, write, or record—they will provide that added push that

you need to keep working through the frustrating times. But there’s generally a limit to how far

you can take things on your own, especially if you don’t write or sing. You might even find that

you rarely play an entire song!
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Christopher Sutton, “The essential handbook for a lifelong love of learning music. Dave Isaacs

has a breadth and depth of experience that comes across from page one and throughout this

book. He speaks directly to the challenges and opportunities that confront every devoted music

learner, whether a passionate hobbyist or a studied professional, making concrete suggestions

and making connections for the reader that will empower them in their musical life.The very

best music teachers impart far more to their students than just the practicalities of instrument
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technique. I like to think of this book as the compiled wisdom that Dave would impart if he was

your teacher and you sat down over coffee each week after your lesson to just chat about what

it takes to reach your own personal potential in music and cultivate a lifelong love affair with

music itself.I have the honour of working with a huge number of adult music learners each year

and will be recommending this book highly to them. Pick up a copy - you'll be glad you did!”

Bryan Close, “Grateful for this book. This is such a smart, wise, welcome book. It's for guitar

players, but it's really about learning how to learn. Isaacs writes like he's a trusted friend who

happens to be an expert in the field. This is sage counsel, advice, encouragement, and a view

of the journey from 10,000 feet complete with a map pointing out common pitfalls to avoid.

Isaacs' writing style is direct and focused while also being calming. His voice is bell clear, but

thoroughly laid back at the same time, like he's got nothing to prove but just wants to help.”

A. E. Drury, “Found it quite insightful!. I definitely enjoyed the perspective of the author. Very

much along the lines of "A Beginners Mind." I feel, as the author does, that learning is a life

long process and a wondrous one at that. I think this book will be validation to anyone seeking

to expand in new directions or deepen their connection and commitment to their art regardless

of their current skill level or age.”

Kelly, “You will become better by reading this book. The author is highly qualified to share his

thoughts on making music. He has a kind demeanor that shines throughout this book. This is

not a book to help you learn the CAGED method or how to make a perfect G chord. It is much

more than a technical manual of guitar playing. He shares his insights into what music is, what

making music means, and if you read and take to heart his words. you will become a better

musician.”

markg, “This book is explains how to approach music. It's not a technical book, but it helps you

think of music in context of a journey. It puts all the other scales modes licks etc in a context of

music. And it puts music in context of life. We don't play scales or modes. We don't play the

CAGED system, we play music.”

Ricardo Paranos, “Good book. Very enjoyable read for a beginner musician, thank you Dave for

sharing your knowledge and experience.”

John, “Very helpful with some good tips. I am an older "beginner" and although some of the

things in this book were over my head the author did a good job of assuring me that I can do

this. His tips on "listening", "practice" and over all love of music felt good to me. I have read

and re-read this book several times.”

timothy Murphy, “Excellent. Excellent inspiring book.”
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